Case Study

Success Story: Marks & Spencer Money
Leading financial services organisation relies on Empirix hosted service to ensure
two million credit card holders are handled through multi-site, high-volume virtual
contact centre.
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When launching a new financial
services product the success of
your contact centre in dealing
with new enquiries is critical…
When the stakes are high and
you’re pushing the bounds of a
new contact centre technology, I
would recommend Empirix.
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Near the end of 2002, software testing consultants, together with the
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One of the biggest challenges addressed by the testing plan was that
much of the new infrastructure —
including phone trunks, agent desktop

“Because of the level of integration —

hardware, and LAN capacity in the
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thing and sharing their experience in
real time.”

actually took us beyond anything we’d
done in testing — sometimes eight or
nine thousand calls in half an hour-but
we never reached the point where
we weren’t able to serve customers
properly.”

“There was never a time,” says
McPhillips, “whether the middle of
the day or the night in the US or the
UK, when we couldn’t get Empirix
personnel to accommodate us with
a test. Even when a test ran late, or
we wanted a quick rerun, they were
always willing to help and available to
us.”
Marks and Spencer Money views its
Hammer On-Call testing program as a
sound investment. “Marks & Spencer
Money wants customers to have a
great experience whether that be in
our stores or in using our financial services. When the stakes are high and
you’re pushing the bounds of a new
contact centre technology, I would
recommend Empirix,” concludes Phil
Hilton.
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or to find an authorized distributor in
your area, please visit:
www.empirix.com/contactus.
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